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Abstract

As the demand for mobile ad hoc wireless network (MANET) applications grows, so does their use for many important

services where reliability and stability of the communication paths are of great importance. Therefore, a MANET must

be able to establish reliable communication channels which are protected by failure recovery protocols. One approach

for existing failure recovery protocols is based on using backup paths, or multi-paths. This technique provides for

more stable communication channels for wireless services, in particular for MANET applications. But work on such

multi-path protocols has focused on stability in the presence of link failure for MANETs. In this paper, we extend such

protocols to maintain connection stability in the presence of node failure. Our work is focused on protecting the route of

mobile wireless communications in the presence of node failure in order to improve their use in MANETs applications

by discovering efficient stable communication channels with longer lifetimes and increased number of packets delivered.
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1. Introduction

Wireless networks are formed with interconnecting devices communicating wirelessly within a relatively

limited area. Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are a type of wireless network where mobile devices are

themselves responsible for communicating with each other without the presence of a centralized infrastruc-

ture. Devices in MANETs can typically move in any direction they want and therefore links between them

and other devices may frequently change such that the topology of a MANET can be very dynamic [1]. Each

device in a MANET is not only responsible for network traffic related to itself but also has to forward unre-

lated traffic as an intermediary. A crucial problem in multi-hop routing in MANETs is finding an efficient

and correct route between a source and a destination, due to the dynamic nature of the network topology in

MANETs. One of the important traits of a reliable system is the stability of the connection between a pair

of wireless nodes interested in communicating.
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To increase the stability of routing in MANETs and provides a reliable end-to-end route one approach

would be for each node to choose the most stable route from its options [2]. For example, Wang et al. [3]

discover a trusted route among friendly nodes by routing considering communication reliability and path

length. Song et al. [4] propose a routing scheme that chooses between different routing protocols based on

estimated link stability. Alternatively, to improve the stability along the path in the presence of expiring

links, where neighboring nodes along a path may move out of transmission range, another approach is

to maintain multiple paths along the connection. In particular, a reliable connection could be achieved

by protecting the links between each pair of nodes participating in the primary path by maintaining local

backup paths in parallel with each link in the path to be used when that link expires. Yang et al. [5] achieve

a reliable connection by protecting the links between each pair of nodes participating in the primary path by

maintaining local backup paths in parallel with each link in the path to be used when that link expires. We

study, in particular, the latter approach using multi-paths.

In additional to link expiry, another major reason for a connection to break down is when an intermediate

node or destination node becomes unreachable. The node can become unreachable due to several reasons

such as running out of energy, node failure, or when a node becomes unresponsive. To the best of our

knowledge, there has been no stability routing algorithms for MANETs that include both node protection,

to ensure the connection is not broken when a node fails, and link protection, ensuring the connection is

not broken when a link fails. In this paper, we introduce a combined node and link protection protocol

to establish improved stable connections in terms of path stability, packet delivery rate, and connection

throughput.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the routing protocol in

MANETs. In Section 3, we will give a brief description about multi-path route discovery in MANETs. In

Section 4, we propose our connection survival schemes. Experimental results are given in Section 5. Finally,

concluding remarks are made in Section 6.

2. Routing in MANETs

Routing is the process of path selection on which network traffic is send. To be able to define how

connections between communicating nodes are established in MANETs, we first define our network model

of a MANET and discuss how routes are determined in this model.

2.1. Network Model of MANETs
MANETs can be modeled using a graph G = (V, E) where V represents the set of nodes/vertices, and

E represents the set of links/edges. Each node in the MANET will have a unique identifier and know its

geographic position. In the real world, we will assume that the location of the nodes in a MANET will be

tracked using Global Positioning System (GPS) and/or Location Services (LS) [7, 5]. We will assume the

nodes are arranged in a two dimensional 2D Euclidean space such that G is a geometric graph. Each edge

in G represents a link between two neighboring nodes within the transmission range which we will assume,

for this paper, to be the same for all nodes. Two nodes are considered to be neighbors if they are within

the transmission range of each other and an edge exists between them. We will denote the neighbors of

a node vi by N(vi). A path of length n between a source node S and a destination node D is denoted by

(S = v0, v1, v2, . . . , vn = D) where vi ∈ V and vi ∈ N(vi−1). A path which is used as the first choice while

transmitting from source to destination is called a primary path, denoted as Pp.

2.2. Position Based Routing
In position-based routing each network node is informed about its position, its neighbors’ positions, and

position of the destination. In the design of ad hoc networks the development of dynamic routing protocols

that can efficiently find routes between two communicating nodes is of paramount of importance, in order to

build a stable path. In this paper, to discover a route from source node S to destination D, the position-based

local routing algorithm GPSR [8] is used. GPSR is a greedy algorithm in which the current node, starting

from S , determines the next node on the route based on its position, the position of its one-hop neighbors,
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and the position of the destination. While constructing the route, the current node looks among its neighbors

for the node which is closest to the destination as its next hop. If no neighbor is closer to the destination

than the current node, the routing protocol switches to perimeter forwarding, traversing the face of a planar

sub-graph using the right-hand rule until it recovers from the local maxima, and the greedy algorithm can

continue, terminating at the destination node if it is reachable.

3. Multi-Path Route Discovery Protocol for Link Protection in MANETs

The basic multi-path route discovery protocol we describe in this section was originally presented by

Yang et al. [5]. The protocol presented by Yang et al. is called the Greedy-based Backup Routing Protocol

(GBR). First a path is discovered from the source node S to the destination D using GPSR as described

above. The path discovered is termed the primary path. We also need to determine the backup paths that

provide link protection for the links of the primary path. Since these backup paths have to survive after the

link expires we need to know the lifetimes of both individual links and paths as a whole. Following [5],

we denote these lifetimes, respectively, as Link Expiration Time LET (vi,vi+1) for the link vivi+1, and Path

Expiration Time PET (P) for a path P. LET (vi−1, vi) is defined as

LET (vi−1, vi) =
−(pl + qd) +

√
(p2 + q2)R2 − (pd − lq)2

p2 + q2
(1)

where p = τi−1 sin θi−1−τi sin θi, q = τi−1 cos θi−τi cos θi, l = Xi−1−Xi, d = Yi−1−Yi, and (Xi, Yi) are the node

coordinates, τi−1 and τi are the node velocities, θi−1 and θi are the direction angles, and R is the transmission

range. All nodes maintain a neighbor table, which stores the ID and position of each neighbor; a primary

path table, which stores primary path information for a destination node; a backup path table, which stores

local-backup path information for the links in the primary path; a Route Request (RREQ) table, which stores

information about all received RREQs; and a data cache. As part of the protocol, at regular intervals, all

nodes send HELLO messages containing their ID and position information to their neighbors.

During the primary route discovery, each node vi in the discovered route, Pp = (S = v0, v1, v2, . . . ,
vn = D), unicasts an RREQ to D message to its neighbors, starting from S . The RREQ contains the IDs

and positions of vi and D, the velocity of vi, and LET (vi−1, vi). Each node v in N(vi) adds the RREQ to

its RREQ table, and each v except vi−1 and vi+1 starts back-up path determination and discards the RREQ.

The neighbor vi+1 calculates LET (vi,vi+1) and adds the reverse path to its primary path table. If vi+1 is not

the destination, it adds the LET (vi, vi+1) and its velocity and position information to the RREQ message,

whereupon it continues the primary route discovery by unicasting the RREQ. When the RREQ is received

by the destination, it will send back the Route Reply Message (RREP) back through the reverse route in the

RREQ. And when the source S and the intermediary nodes receives this RREP they set up the primary path

to destination D according to the RREP. Once finished, S will start to transmit to the destination D.

When a neighborhood node m not on the primary path saves the RREQ, it starts calculation for the

backup path [5, 9, 10] for a link using the calculation for PET given in Equation 2.

PET (vi,m, vi+1) = min(LET (vi,m), LET (m, vi+1)) (2)

where m is a neighboring node to both vi and vi+1. To determine which m to use for the backup path, Yang

et al. [5] use contention-based scheme using a heuristic to try to find the m creating a backup path with the

overall largest PET . We will consider that the link between vi and vi+1 has no backup path if we did not find

a neighbor node which satisfies the above conditions.

4. Connection Survival Scheme Based on Node Protection

In this section we introduce a multi-path routing protocol that aims to handle both link expiration and

nodes that become unresponsive in MANETs. Our protocol deals with mobility, break-down of wireless

links and also the disappearances and reappearances of nodes. By adapting previous work for link protection,

we introduce a node protection scheme for the route survival in MANETs can be considered also effective

for link protection.
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4.1. Node Protection vs. Link Protection
Furthering the work in [5, 11], we propose to improve the efficiency (in terms of network throughput)

and overall communication stability of the routing by protecting intermediate nodes of the path instead of

just the links between two neighboring nodes. Most previous research have considered both route length

and/or link lifetime to achieve a high route stability by protecting the links between each pair during the

communication [12]. However, the problem with this approach is when a node in the primary path fails or

becomes unresponsive it will cause both primary and backup paths to break as in Figure 1. This will result in

the recalculation of the entire path from the source to the destination, causing significant interruption, which

is highly undesirable in critical systems. In contrast, with a multi-path node protection approach, even if the

Fig. 1. An example of link protection.

node on the primary path is unreachable, we will be able to utilize the backup path. Since our research is

focused on increasing the communication reliability and path stability of MANETs, we study a multi-path

approach to node protection as shown in Figure 2 in order to improve the ad hoc networks efficiency, which

in turn will lead to higher throughput. Here, each node in the primary path can be bypassed in the event of

failure by a backup path independent of this node between the previous and following nodes on the primary

path. Thus, protecting the nodes instead of, or in complement to, protecting the links the result avoids the

need to recalculate the complete path due to node failure during communication.

Fig. 2. An example of node protection.

4.2. Node Protection Algorithm
To determine the backup paths for node protection, we do the following. First, the primary path is deter-

mined as described above for GBR. During the transmission of the RREP back to S , when an intermediary

node vi, or S , receives this RREP, it computes a node protection backup path Pb for vi+1 from vi to vi+2 using

only links between nodes in Pb with LET greater than PET (vi, vi+1, vi+2) while ignoring the node vi+1. We

will consider that the node vi+1 has no node protection backup path if we can not find a path Pb from vi to

vi+2 which is satisfies the condition of PET (Pb) > PET (vi, vi+1, vi+2). We will call this protocol based on

GBR but using node protection (NP) rather than link protection as GBR-NP.

5. Experiments and Results

This section presents simulation results for node protection that show how well it performs on a MANET

with mobile node in the presence of node failure. Specifically, we compare GBR-NP with the original GBR.

The performance metrics that we are interested in are packet delivery ratio, and total number of packets

delivered.
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5.1. Experiments and Simulation Environment
For both algorithms GBR and GBR-NP, we constructed both the primary path and the backup path as

described in Section 3. The simulation environment is modeled using network parameters that are a network

area of size 2200m × 2200m; a varying number of nodes from 200, 250, 300, . . . , 600; a fixed transmission

range of R = 250m. Each simulation ran for 600 seconds with enough packets assigned for the simulation

time. There are 20 pairs of Constant Bit Rate (CBR) data flows in the network layer, and non-identical

source and destination flows were randomly selected, each flow did not change its source and destination

throughout the simulations. The direction in which a node can move is given randomly at the beginning

of the simulation. However, when a node reaches the boundary, we reflect the node off the boundary using

the formula α + π/2 + C [13]. For each different node density, randomly distributed 40 connected graphs

were used as a starting network topology for each run of the simulation for all algorithms. This is done to

get average performance results for better analysis. The velocity was chosen to be the same for all nodes at

V = 10, and the HELLO beacon interval was set to 2 seconds.

In order to simulate recovery of node protection path when a primary path is broken, we switch off

randomly a total of two nodes, each on a different path from the total of the twenty different (although not

necessarily disjoint) paths. In link protection technique when the primary path is broken because one of

the nodes participating in the path becomes unreachable the backup path will not be useful. A message

will be sent back to the source and the source will recalculate the path again to the destination. However

in node protection technique, when the primary path is broken because of one of the nodes participating in

the path becomes unreachable so the last reachable node will locally use the backup path that will cover the

unreachable node thus saving the overhead of recalculating the whole path again.

5.2. Results
This section shows the performance of the GBR-NP in comparison with GBR. In particular, due to

space limitations, we will show only the experiments regarding the effective of varying node density. The

performance metrics that we are interested in are the total packets delivered over the simulation and packet

delivery ratio (PDR), which is calculated as PDR = #Pd/#Ps where #Pd is the total number of packets

delivered during the simulation, and #Ps is the total packets sent during the simulation. The error bars in

each graph represent 95% confidence intervals.

Fig. 3. A Total of Packets Delivered Fig. 4. A Packet Delivery Ratio

Figures 3 and 4 show the performance of the node protection protocol GBR-NP in comparison to link

protection protocol GBR. The mobility of nodes causes randomness in the topology because a node can

appear and disappear from transmission range without following any specific pattern which causes links

between nodes to appear and disappear, then the advantage of our proposed algorithm GBR-NP scheme is

apparent. In terms of total number of packets delivered, the results in Figure 3 indicate that the accuracy by

protecting the link between two nodes is not as good as that of protecting the node between two nodes in

terms of total packet delivered. This result leads to a fact that the node protection policy can achieve better

bandwidth efficiency than the link protection policy even with nodes are mobile. In terms of the Packet

Delivery Ratio (PDR), however, from Figure 4 we can observe that the total number of packets delivered

with the link protection protocol is less than the PDR for the node protection protocol under the same
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network environments. Experimental results in both Figures 3 and 4 indicate that the presented approach

of combining node and link protection shows much greater overall throughput efficiency in MANETs when

the nodes are mobile and occasionally failing.

6. Conclusions

We have presented a node protection protocol, which allows for the establishment of stable connections

in MANETs which experience occasional node failure. The proposed protocol was tested with simulations

of model of mobility networks where mobile users with time variant locations and velocities which affect

the communication reliability in MANETs, which we show leads to high network stability as well as a

high packet delivery rate. The protocol was validated and compared against the a link protection protocol

as implemented by the GBR protocol showing a significant improvement in number of packets delivered

and delivery rate when nodes may occasionally fail. The advantage of GBR-NP is particularly noticeable

for the graphs with fewer nodes. Hence, the presented node protection protocol can be used to improve

the communication stability in MANETs under increasingly realistic conditions of node movement and

occasional failure.
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